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We study the ground state of the one-dimensional extended Hubbard model at half-filling using the
entanglement entropy calculated by Density Matrix Renormalization Group (DMRG) techniques.
We apply a novel curve fitting and scaling method to accurately identify a 2nd order critical point
as well as a Berezinskii-Kosterlitz-Thouless (BKT) critical point. Using open boundary conditions
and medium-sized lattices with very small truncation errors, we are able to achieve similar accuracy
to previous authors. We also report observations of finite-size and boundary effects that can be
remedied with careful pinning.
I. INTRODUCTION
The one-dimensional Hubbard model is the minimal
model for the study of interacting fermions with spin
[1] and has applications in a number of effectively one-
dimensional materials including organic conductors, con-
jugated polymers, and carbon nanotubes [2–5] as well as
quantum simulators including fermionic cold-atoms [6–9]
and now quantum dot arrays [10].
By adding to this model a term for interactions be-
tween electrons on neighboring sites, the Hubbard model
becomes the Extended Hubbard Model (EHM), which
has been simulated using gated quantum dot arrays [10].
The nearest-neighbor interaction may also be simulated
using cold dipolar atoms [11–16] and polar molecules [17–
23] in one-dimensional optical lattices. The EHM is de-
scribed by the Hamiltonian
HEHM = − t
∑
i,s
(c†i,sci+1,s + c
†
i+1,sci,s)
+ U
∑
i
ni,↑ni,↓
+ V
∑
i
nini+1
(1)
where in second-quantized notation, n represents the site
occupancy and c† (c) represents a creation (annihilation)
operator. This model hosts highly nontrivial many-body
physics, even in one dimension, and cannot be studied
using analytical means at intermediate coupling.
The phase diagram for the half-filled, repulsive case
shown in figure 1 has been studied and repeatedly up-
dated over four-decades of investigations and became
hotly debated once compelling evidence for a thin Bond
Order Wave (BOW) region was demonstrated with ex-
act diagonalization [24] (magnified here for clarity in fig-
ure 1). The BOW phase is characterized by a ground
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FIG. 1. [color online] A schematic of the known phase diagram
in the repulsive region of the 1D extended Hubbard model.
Our study focuses on the two starred critical points, a BKT
point at (4,1.88) and a Gaussian transition at (4,2.16). The
blue (single dash) line is a BKT transition that spans from the
origin to the multicritical point (9.25,4.76). The red (dash-
dot-dot) lines represent 1st-order transitions, and the black
(solid) curve is a set of second-order transitions. The black
(solid) and red (dash-dot-dot) curves meet at (5.89, 3.10).
These values were taken from reference 2 for illustrative pur-
poses.
state with gapped excitations and alternating bonds be-
tween neighboring sites and is separated from a Spin
Density Wave (SDW) region by a Berezinskii-Kosterlitz-
Thouless (BKT) transition and from a Charge Density
Wave (CDW) region by a second-order transition curve
that changes at a tricritical point into a 1st-order transi-
tion before terminating at a multicritical point [2, 24–32].
In this study, we restrict ourselves to U = 4 in an effort
to identify the second-order critical point, herein referred
to as VGauss, and the BKT-critical point, VBKT (denoted
by star symbols in figure 1).
The phase diagram has been studied with a wide
range of methods and has motivated innovations such
as parallel tempering for Quantum Monte Carlo (QMC)
[26]. The studies based on the well-established varia-
tional method, Density Matrix Renormalization Group
(DMRG) have produced ever-improving results as new
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2measurements have been performed and computations
have improved. In 2002, an early DMRG study concluded
that the BOW phase appears infinitesimally close to the
line U = 2V. This work used the relatively high bond
dimension (M) of 1200 and system sizes up to 1024 sites
[33]. In another DMRG study in 2004, the BKT transi-
tion was predicted [27] to be at V = 2.01 as extrapolated
from moderate (96 to 256) system sizes using a peak in
the BOW structure factor, but with the relatively low M
of only 500. In 2007, large system sizes (1000) and large
M (3000) were used to locate this transition at VBKT
≈ 1.877 using standard order-parameter approaches [2]
which agreed closely with the high-accuracy QMC result
of VBKT = 1.89(1) [26][34]. More recently, in 2015, with
high M values (≤ 1024) and moderate system sizes (≤
180) with open boundaries, a careful study used a finite-
size corrected spin-gap at U = 4 to get VBKT = 2.08[35]
which adds controversy to this difficult-to-locate BKT
critical point.
A recent study [36] using a continuous unitary transfor-
mation (CUT) approach [37] agrees with the numerical
values for the CDW/BOW transition and interprets that
transition as the condensation of singlet excitons [36].
The phase transitions shown in figure 1 have been stud-
ied using transition measures based on quantum mechan-
ical many-body properties. Energy-level-crossing meth-
ods such as “fidelity susceptibility” and “excited state fi-
delity” can accurately identify phase transitions [38], and
entanglement has been demonstrated as a central tool in
the study of many-body quantum physics [39]. Peaks and
discontinuities in various entanglement entropies are use-
ful for models with no a-priori order parameter. The half-
chain von-Neumann entanglement entropy (from now on,
we refer to the von-Neumann entanglement entropy as
simply the “entropy”), 2-site entropy, and 1-site entropy
were previously computed using DMRG to produce an
Extended Hubbard model ground state phase diagram
[40]. The different methods agreed with Refs. 2 and
26 with some small discrepancies. These discrepancies
can, we conclude, be overcome in the EHM using uni-
versal results from conformal field theory, previously ap-
plied to identification of BKT transitions in the J1-J2
model from the ground state entanglement with periodic
boundary conditions (PBC) [41]. In this paper we extend
the method demonstrated in Ref. 41 to open boundary
conditions (OBC) for the EHM by taking a logarithmic
derivative of the entropy for even and odd sites seperately
before averaging them to overcome the bond-alternation
effects. With this method of computing it, we success-
fully identify a BKT transition in the EHM with OBC
from the peak in the central charge.
Recently, a direct curve fit of the CFT predictions was
used to study small lattices, to demonstrate the feasibil-
ity of detecting the central charge and the Luttinger ex-
ponent directly from the 2nd Renyi entropy in cold-atom
experiments [42]. In Refs. 43 and 44, CFT predictions
were verified for a one-dimensional bosonic Hamiltonian
that acts as a quantum simulator for the O(2) model in
1+1 dimensions, using the midpoint of the chain as the
optimal location to sample the open-boundary DMRG
ground state because there the finite-size effects as well
as boundary effects are minimized, a feature previously
exploited in Ref. 45. However, extracting useful infor-
mation at the chain midpoint requires a large number of
system sizes.
Likewise, it may be prohibitive to repeat an experiment
with multiple system sizes, and one-dimensional lattice
experiments will usually have a symmetric but inhomo-
geneous confining potential. So for any numerical or ex-
perimental 1D critical models with open boundaries, es-
pecially with symmetric but non-uniform potentials, the
methods we develop below, which we call “scaling to the
middle,” should be of value for extracting the most ac-
curate measurements at the midpoint. In short, we re-fit
the universal CFT formula for entropy at a 1D quantum
critical point to open boundary entropy data for every
possible domain centered on the chain midpoint, before
extrapolating the curve fit parameters to a domain of
0. This is effectively scaling the curve fitted values in
the size of the system block. For the EHM, we combine
this curve-fitting algorithm with a simple variance mini-
mum for the CFT curve fit to identify a Gaussian critical
point (VGauss) with high accuracy for small system sizes.
Compare our value of VGauss = 2.158 (2.160) from a 64
(128)-site lattice OBC calculation to the best published
values of 2.160 from 1000-site QMC [26] and 2.164 from
1000-site DMRG [46]. We postpone further application
and validation of the method, including inhomogeneous
potentials, to a future work focused on a simpler model.
In this study, we demonstrate our approaches to find-
ing critical points with OBC ground states and apply
them to the EHM at half-filling with a cut along the
phase diagram at U = 4. Along the way, we expand upon
the method developed in Ref. 41 for identifying BKT
critical points, but for open-boundary wavefunctions,
demonstrated by identifying VBKT for our model. Lastly,
we characterize the nature of finite-size and boundary
effects that occur for this model at VGauss and in the
CDW phase. This includes observations of a degeneracy-
induced charge soliton that increases the CFT central
charge from 1 to 2 at VGauss, and simple on-site U pin-
ning to eliminate it for both OBC and PBC. We also
observe a growth of entropy oscillations away from open
boundaries at VBKT , contradicting the usual decay of
oscillations as observed for Luttinger Liquids.
II. METHODS
The existence of a mapping between classical critical
points in two dimensions and quantum critical points in
one dimension implies that the results of conformal field
theory also apply for one-dimensional quantum critical
points [47–49].
Using this mapping and field theory techniques, it
was shown [50] that the entanglement entropy of quan-
3tum critical points follows, and for open boundaries, the
ground state entanglement entropy is [50]
SvN = S0 +
c
6
log (
2L
pi
sin
pix
L
) (2)
For periodic boundaries, the factor of 1/6 is replaced
with a factor of 1/3. It was later shown numerically that
the entropy takes the form [51]
SvN = S0 +
c
6
log (
2L
pi
sin
pix
L
) +
α(−1)x
( 2Lpi sin
pix
L )
K/2
(3)
for small systems with open boundaries [52]. In this up-
dated equation, not only do periodic boundaries change
the 1/6 to a 1/3, but also the 2L to L and the K/2 to K
[43]. The coefficient α is non-universal. These details are
important for interpreting numerical results, and there
are further modifications for generalized Renyi entropies,
although the overall form remains the same. Note that
the third term predicts a decay of oscillations away from
the boundary, with a universal exponent K called the
Luttinger exponent. The Luttinger exponent appears an-
alytically in the weak-coupling bosonization treatment of
equation (1) [28]. Even though the analytical bosoniza-
tion treatment fails at intermediate couplings, the Lut-
tinger Liquid picture is expected to hold in all the critical
phases we studied.
A. The Scaling to the Middle method for
optimized measurements
Since the DMRG is best with open boundaries, but
open boundaries induce various edge effects, it is desir-
able to take measurements at or near the midpoint of a
lattice [43–45]. Many open-boundary effects may be im-
proved by performing measurements at the midpoint for
many N and then scaling in N [51].
Here we test a complementary approach that improves
the accuracy for any single-system-size curve fit mea-
surement performed on open boundary condition data
[51, 53, 54].
We illustrate the method by computing central charge
for a 64-site lattice in the critical SDW phase, which
agrees well with previous studies of critical spin models
[51]. Figure 2 shows the centered domain D, which is
curve fitted by equation 3 to extract a value of c(D). This
is repeated for all D before fitting the values of c vs D
using an even function. At the end of this procedure, the
value extrapolated to D = 0 represents the “best value”
for this lattice size as illustrated in figure 4. Note that
overfitting and strong edge effects, when D is too small
or too large respectively, restrict which values of D are
used in the curve fit.
Lastly, we comment that figure 3 demonstrates the
utility of “scaling to the middle” in checking finite-size
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FIG. 2. [color online] The definition of the “Domain, D”
when curve fitting the entanglement entropy. This entropy
was computed from the ground state for U = 4 and V =
1, and compares well to the expectations for a critical spin
chain [51].
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FIG. 3. This plot of variance minimum vs domain was pro-
duced using data for 64 sites and illustrates that the variance
minimum does not work for equation 3 when applied at the
BKT point. We would expect the best estimated VBKT to
be about 1.82 instead of about 2.03 as shown in this figure.
This also illustrates the utilitiy of “Scaling to the Middle” for
rapidly uncovering finite size and boundary effects.
and curve-fit domain effects of a given measurement, and
is consistent with the physicists’ standard tool of scaling
in system size.
B. The Variance minimum method for finding
critical points
The conformal entropy formula, equation 3, only fits at
critical points, which implies that a plot of the variance
vs. coupling constants along a cut in the phase diagram
will exhibit a clear minimum when such a critical point
separates two gapped phases (for instance, along U = 4
from BOW to CDW). This works very well for all of the
system sizes we studied and provides an extremely sharp,
reliable transition indicator, with very low error even for
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FIG. 4. The “Scaling to the Middle” approach to extracting
finite-size measurements from open-boundary condition data
illustrated for the central charge when U = 4 and V = 1 for
a 64-site entropy dataset. A curve fit is performed for each
domain, D as in figure 2, which results in a fitted value of
central charge, c. The values are extrapolated to domain 0 to
produce a best estimate value. Here, the 6th-order polynomial
fit to c(D) shows that c = 0.934.
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FIG. 5. Curve fit variance vs V for 16 sites, with two minima
at 1.43 and 2.12. 2.12 is 0.04 above the result published in
Ref. 27 which were generated using much larger system sizes.
Note that a single domain, D = 8, was used to produce this
plot.
small system sizes, as illustrated for 16 sites in figure 5.
The plot in figure 5 was generated by fixing D to the
middle half of the data, as illustrated in figure 6, which
also shows the entropy at the two variance minima from
figure 5.
We can then combine the “Scaling to the middle” tech-
nique with the “Variance Minimum” method, as shown
in figure 7. Each of the data points in that figure is the
VGauss corresponding to the variance minimum for a par-
ticular D (shown in the inset). This collection of critical
points is then curve fitted and extrapolated to an effec-
tive D of 0. This extrapolation step of the procedure
requires care, since one needs to throw out some data.
When D is too small, overfitting disrupts the CFT curve
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FIG. 6. The entropy for a 16-site lattice plotted along with
the CFT curve fit at the two variance minima in figure 5, V =
1.43 (top) and 2.12 (bottom), respectively. At right are plots
of the deviations of the curve fit from the data. Note that the
curve fit was restricted to the domain of data between the red
vertical bars.
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FIG. 7. Illustration of the combined “scaling to the middle”
and “variance minimum” procedure applied to identifying a
critical point for 64-site data. The constant term in the poly-
nomial fit is the value of interest; in this case it is the critical
point, VGauss. First, for each domain D, the minimum vari-
ance is used to identify the critical point (shown in subplot)
and these critical points are then fitted as a function of D with
an even polynomial. The constant in the curve fit, here 2.158,
is the best estimate for the critical point. A conservative error
estimate is ±0.001.
fit, and when D is too large, edge effects disrupt the CFT
curve fit.
BKT phase transitions divide a critical region from a
gapped region, so that the variance is not expected to
produce a clear minimum, but rather some kind of a step
feature. Unexpectedly, we still found a minimum in our
data (figure 5) that we clarified using our “scaling to the
middle” approach for 64 sites in figure 3. Since the value
extrapolated by scaling to the middle disagrees with our
more reliable results presented below, we conclude that
the minimum associated with the BKT transition is not
a good transition indicator. Also, for fixed D, scaling the
position of this variance minimum in system size shows
that it fails to identify the transition. Next, we describe
5reliable ways of finding VBKT that overcome the failure
of the variance minimum approach.
C. Modified log-derivative and c-max for locating
BKT transitions with OBC
To compensate for the failure of the variance mini-
mum approach at the BKT transition, we found another
approach, proven for ground states with periodic bound-
aries [41] which we demonstrate, with modifications, for
open boundaries. This method hinges on the presence
of a finite-size correction to central charge, c, at BKT
points [50][55].
For periodic boundaries, we start from equation 2
(with 6 replaced by 3) and take a derivative with respect
to the logarithm, evaluated at the middle of the chain.
The result is an equation for the central charge:
c(x) = 3
dSvN (x)
d log ( 2Lpi sin
pix
L )
(4)
which simplifies, for x = L/2 on a discretized lattice,
to [41]
c(L/2) = 3
SvN (L/2− 1)− SvN (L/2)
log cos ( piL )
(5)
This simplified form applies only when there is no os-
cillatory term, such that the numerical derivative works
for nearest neighbor bonds.
Since open boundaries, and higher Renyi index, will
both induce oscillations in the entanglement, we pro-
pose to use the modified version based on equation 3, in
which the finite differences are evaluated on next-nearest-
neighbor sites (or nth-order neighbors for longer, but still
commensurate, wavelength oscillations) [25][56]. The re-
sult is
c(x) ≡ 6 SvN (x+ 1)− SvN (x− 1)
log sin (pi(x+1)L )− log sin (pi(x−1)L )
(6)
Two complications arise in this approach: first, even-
numbered sites produce different values of c(x) than odd
sites, and second, equation 6 can behave poorly near the
middle bond of the chain (x = N/2) due to inexact can-
celing of a 0 in the numerator and denominator.
We resolve the first difficulty by curve fitting ceven(x)
and codd(x) separately, and then averaging the curve fits
to produce a single function of x. We resolve the second
difficulty by inspecting the data by eye to find aberrant
values of c(x) at the chain midpoint that are excluded
from the curve fit. In practice, we cut out from 1 to
3 data points for every entropy dataset. The resulting
curve, evaluated at L/2, provides our best estimate of c
for a given system size L. This process is illustrated for
entropy data in figure 8.
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FIG. 8. [color online] Illustration of the determination of cen-
tral charge as a function of position for a 64 site lattice at
VBKT = 1.83. The yellow pluses and yellow curve fit cor-
respond to the even bond log-derivatives while the blue stars
and curve fit correspond to the odd bond log-derivatives. Note
that the midpoint blue star was removed due to an infinity.
Lastly, the red (middle) curve is the resulting c(x) averaged
from the yellow (upper) and blue (lower) curves. As with the
other curve-fitting approaches presented in this paper, the
fluctuations at the edges were excluded from the curve fit.
Lastly, as was done in Ref. 41, we used the maxi-
mum value of c(V ) to indicate the BKT transition. This
method appears to work for our model but with large
finite-size effects, and the resulting VBKT is consistent
with previous work. With refinement of the method
for OBC (see future publication), we should be able to
greatly improve the precision of VBKT for the EHM.
Although we did not use scaling in domain size (i.e. re-
fit c(x) for every possible domain of the data D), varying
the domain D did provide an estimate of the error in c
and the critical point, as reported in table III.
III. RESULTS
In this section, we report our observations for many
system sizes, and discuss important finite-size effects in-
cluding a charge soliton that creates an effective second
bosonic degree of freedom at VGauss for small lattices,
and open-boundary charge oscillations that can be re-
moved with tuned boundary softening.
A. Identification of second-order transition
First we summarize our efforts to identify VGauss us-
ing the combined variance minimum and scaling to the
middle method, presented in table I.
To quickly review how table I was produced, for each
system size, and each domain, we identified a critical
point from the minimum in the variance. Then, for each
system size, we used “scaling to the middle” to get a best
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FIG. 9. Entanglement as a function of bond number for 64
sites at the critical point, VGauss = 2.158. The entanglement
envelope function has unexpected charge effects. Oscillations
grow from the boundaries to a maximum in the middle, and
the averaged curvature is greater than expected for a c = 1
theory.
estimate of the critical point at an effective domain size
of 0. This procedure is illustrated in figure 7.
One of the advantages of this approach is that it im-
plicitly provides an error estimate for the measurements
taken for a given system size. The errors we report in
table I are estimated conservatively from the plot of a
parameter versus fit domain or, if the plot is particularly
smooth, by using the polynomial curve fit error. Depend-
ing on the discretization of V, this plot can either jump
erratically, as VGauss changes with changing domain, or
it can trend smoothly towards a very clear result. For
instance, for 64 sites, the procedure is illustrated in fig-
ure 7 which shows that the discretization of V, 0.001, is
a good estimate of the error in the extrapolated value
VGauss = 2.158.
Looking more closely at table I, two of the results are
quite surprising. First, the central charge starts at the
(unexpectedly high)[58] value of 2 before trending down-
wards with increasing system size, and second, the Lut-
tinger exponent decreases passed -1, when we expect the
result to be 0.44 [26]. We next attempt to clarify these
observations.
We start by looking directly at a plot of the entan-
glement entropy as a function of position at VGauss in
figure 9. The most obvious feature is that the oscillation
growth has been reversed from that expected at a critical
point exhibiting Luttinger Liquid criticality, for instance
as shown in figure 2. Ordinarily, the oscillations in en-
tropy decrease towards the middle of the lattice [51], but
in this case they clearly grow. As can be seen in table
I this behavior does not change with larger system sizes
or scaling to the middle – it appears to be a feature of
this critical point with open boundary conditions. How-
ever, the maximum oscillation amplitude, which happens
to be at the midpoint of the lattice, does decrease with
increasing system size, just as the midpoint oscillation
amplitude decreases with system size in a Luttinger Liq-
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FIG. 10. Charge density as a function of position at V = 2.160
for 64 sites. Charge oscillations appear at the boundaries with
a long-range decay, distinct from the charge solition in the
CDW phase in figure 12.
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FIG. 11. The entropy in the CDW phase fits well to a com-
bination of sine functions, as shown here for 32 sites at U
= 4 and V = 10. The square points are raw entropy data
produced without pinning, while the round points are raw
entropy with pinning. Compare the exponent for the second
term, 1.2, to the negative of the exponent K in table I, which
is approaching 1.2 for large sizes. The pinning for this DMRG
calculation was U = U + 1.0 at the left edge and U = U - 1.0
at the right edge.
uid.
To elucidate whether the oscillation inversion or cen-
tral charge increase behavior is a remnant of the finite-
size behavior of the CDW phase, we studied the entropy
in that region of the phase diagram (that is, V > VGauss)
and compared it with our results at VGauss.
It turns out that the ground state energy is mini-
mized in the CDW phase when two degenerate phases
are present with a pi phase shift between the two ends
for OBC. This causes a topological defect with associ-
ated entropy plotted in figure 11 and density plotted in
figure 12. The entropy and density both fit well to com-
binations of sine functions as shown. Still considering the
CDW phase, PBC also has a uniform nonzero entangle-
ment entropy due to the soliton/degeneracy effect.
7TABLE I. CFT curve fit results at the Gaussian critical point as determined by combining the variance minimum and scaling
to the middle Observe that K remains negative as the curve fit domain is scaled to the chain midpoint, and that it becomes
more negative for larger system sizes. Note that S0 and A ≡ − α(2L/pi)K/2 are non-universal, and that the oscillatory term is
inverted (K is negative) from what is expected for Luttinger Liquids [51]. Also note that α is strongly dependent on system
size and is a non-universal curve fit parameter. The numerical resolution on V was 0.001 for all system sizes in this table. We
report the estimated error in the last significant figure in parenthesis. The DMRG precision was limited by the values in bold;
for small systems, M was unbounded, while for large systems, M was fixed. ∆E as reported here is a conservative estimate on
the accuracy of the ground state energies achieved in our DMRG calculations. At VGauss, the soliton increased entanglement
so that only system sizes 16 and 32 were nearing exact diagonalization precision.
N VGauss S0 c A K M trunc. ∆E
16 2.12 (2) 0.42(7) 2.0 (2) 0.25 −0.16 900 5E-14 3E-12
32 2.150 (5) 0.30 (3) 2.12 (5) 0.18 −0.5 (1) 2000 5E-14 3E-11
64 2.158 (1) 0.31 (1) 1.97 (1) 0.14 −0.81 (1) 3200 1E-13 5E-9
128 2.1605 (5) 0.41 (5) 1.71 (5) 0.12 −1.07 (2) 3200 1E-11 3E-7
256 2.160 (5) 0.65 (5) 1.4 (1) 0.10 −1.15 (5) 3200 1E-10 3E-6
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FIG. 12. Plot of charge density for N = 32 sites, U = 4, V
= 10, deep in the CDW phase with ends pinned with U + P
where P is 0 or ± 1. Here we see that pinning eliminates a
topological defect (a kink-soliton). The envelope of the oscil-
lating soliton density fits approximately to 2 sin
(
pi(x−1)
2L
)2
as
shown.
For OBC, increasing the on-site energy U at site 1,
while decreasing it at site L, is effective at picking out
one of the degenerate states and eliminating the soliton
as shown in figures 11 and 12. Likewise, for PBC, the
nonzero entropy is lowered to 0 (i.e. a classical CDW) by
increasing or decreasing U at a single site.
Now considering VGauss, the oscillatory inversion is
caused by charge-density oscillations as seen in the plot
of density, figure 10; with fine-tuned pinning, in this case
with additional positive U at both site 1 and site L, we
were able to recover both a central charge close to 1 (best
result was 1.2 for 64 sites) and regular Luttinger Liquid
effects (K was about 0.5 for 64 sites, close to the pre-
vious Monte Carlo best estimate of 0.44). We pursued
pinning to check that we could separate the boundary-
induced effects from the critical behavior. Fine-tuned
pinning softens the boundary conditions and reduces the
oscillations, hinting at further work to be explored with
alternative boundary conditions [60] which may combine
nicely with “scaling to the middle” to extract accurate
infinite-size values.
The growth of the entropy oscillations we present in
figure 11 and table I was also displayed in Ref. 61 in
a different model with charge oscillations, however the
authors did not investigate the growth of the oscillations
from the open boundaries.
We also studied a 16-site lattice at VGauss with PBC.
Oddly, although the oscillations no longer existed, we
still found an increased central charge of 2, which further
supports the presence of a soliton as a finite-size effect
at this critical point. In the CDW phase (V > VGauss),
for periodic boundaries, the soliton was eliminated easily
by increasing U at a single site. This strategy worked at
VGauss as well, bringing the central charge down to the
thermodynamic-limit value of 1, while inducing a small
charge oscillation. We hypothesize that the soliton is
contributing a second bosonic degree of freedom for small
systems, an effect that should be observable experimen-
tally.
For open boundary conditions, we can see from our
data in table I that the central charge of 2, and hence
the soliton, is largely unchanged until the system size
reaches about 100 sites. This is encapsulated by the ap-
proximate scaling of c with N, according to the function
c(N) ≈ 1 + tanh(100/N). To arrive at this function, we
included preliminary calculations of large (512 and 1024)
site systems. These calculations also showed the oscilla-
tion growth from the boundaries. However, our data was
incomplete and had low convergence relative to our other
data, so we chose to hold back on reporting these results,
as promising as they were [57].
B. Identification of the BKT Transition
It has been known for some time that BKT transitions
are difficult to detect numerically due to the slow closing
of the gap for standard order-parameter and energy gap
methods [26]. Previous entanglement entropy studies of
8TABLE II. Critical point and resulting curve fit parameters as determined by fitting the entanglement entropy, equation 3,
and applying the “scaling to the middle” approach for all parameters. The maximum in c(V ) was used to identify the critical
point. A was defined above in table I. Note that for 16 sites, scaling to the middle is difficult due to the small system size
(hence the values of Not Available (NA)). Also, for sizes 16 and 32, we did not record the maximum bond dimensions. The
bolded values were used to set the DMRG convergence. When the truncation error (trunc) was used, M was allowed to grow
unbounded; when M was fixed (due to resource limitations) sweeps were continued until ∆E or trunc was achieved. For large
systems, M is always the limiting factor. At VBKT , sizes 16, 32, and 64 are nearing exact diagonalization precision.
N VBKT S0 c A K M trunc ∆E
16 NA NA NA NA NA NA 1E-13 1E-12
32 1.56 (1) 0.776 (5) 0.974 (5) 0.12 (1) 1.193 (5) NA 1E-13 1E-12
64 1.82 (1) 0.76 (1) 1.0542 (2) 0.10 (1) 1.125 (5) 2000 5E-14 5E-10
128 1.95 (1) 0.780 (5) 1.060 (1) 0.08 (1) 0.98 (1) 3200 1E-12 2E-8
256 1.93 (1) 0.797 (1) 1.028 (1) 0.06 (1) 0.97 (1) 3200 1E-11 1E-7
the EHM’s BKT transition have been imprecise: using
the two-site and block entropies lead to a discrepancy in
VBKT of about 0.1 from the best published results, even
though the system sizes were large (512 sites) and the
truncation error low (equivalently, high bond dimension
M = 3000) [40]. We identified an approach that provides
a sharper, more accurate transition indicator, based on
the universal scaling law 3 for the ground-state entangle-
ment.
As demonstrated in Ref. 41 and citations to that article
[62–65], the peak in the central charge provides a reliable,
universal way of identifying BKT transitions from finite-
size data. We demonstrate this approach for the EHM
with two methods: extract central charge for each V with
a simple curve fit that has been scaled to the middle,
and the logarithmic derivative method to extract central
charge for each V, as described in the Methods section,
II C. The results presented below are to be compared
against the most reliable, found in Refs. 2 and 26 which
relied on finite-size scaling of systems up to 1000 sites; for
U = 4, VBKT = 1.877 by DMRG, and VBKT = 1.89(1)
by QMC, respectively.
The most obvious way to identify the central charge,
and hence the peak, is with a regular curve fit; we also
apply scaling to the middle for further gains in preci-
sion. The values of c(V )max extracted this way are
shown in table II. One advantage of this approach is
that all of the curve-fit parameters can be tabulated, in-
cluding the Luttinger exponent K and the constant term
in the entropy. As a result, as shown in table II, we
found that the constant term in the entropy, S0, is size-
independent [66]. The disadvantage of this approach is
that about 32 sites are required to use scaling to the
middle. This implies, for instance, that if the cold atoms
under study are in a symmetric confining potential (for
instance U(x) ≈ U + ∆Ux2), then nearly 32 atoms are
needed to use scaling to the middle.
The second way of extracting c(V )max that we tested,
is adapted from Ref. 41, with results presented in table
III. These results agree very well with the regular curve-
fit method reported in table II and described above. It
also agrees with our observed DMRG parameters (not
tabulated here) in that at the computed BKT critical
point, the entanglement (or equivalently, truncation er-
ror) is at a maximum at the BKT point. This method
has the advantage, over curve-fitting, that fewer sites are
needed to extract the critical point, providing easy access
for experiments.
TABLE III. The BKT point, determined by finding a maxi-
mum in central charge c as a function of V, which was com-
puted with the modified logarithmic derivative method. We
noted an asymptotic increase in central charge as truncation
error was reduced, which may explain the inconsistency be-
tween the 128 site and 256 site results. The BKT transition
is very sensitive to convergence.
N V midBKT c
mid
BKT
16 1.29(2) 0.89(1)
32 1.57(1) 0.975(5)
64 1.83(2) 1.06(1)
128 1.96(2) 1.058(2)
256 1.92(2) 1.027(2)
IV. CONCLUSIONS
We have successfully demonstrated the precise iden-
tification of quantum critical points for the Extended
Hubbard Model in 1D for both the second-order and the
Berezinskii-Kosterlitz-Thouless transitions using nothing
but the ground state von-Neumann entanglement en-
tropy and results from Conformal Field Theory. Along
the way we have introduced two refined methods for re-
solving quantum phase diagrams: “Scaling to the Mid-
dle” which provides improved measurement accuracy of
any spatial curve fit on open boundary data, and an
extended log-derivative approach for the study of cen-
tral charge from open boundary data. Since the central
charge exhibits a finite-size-effect peak at BKT transi-
tions, it can then be used to identify such transitions
from experimentally realistic system sizes. In combina-
tion with a CFT-fitted variance minimum, these tools
enable reliable small-scale studies of numerical and ex-
perimental (i.e. cold-atom) entropy data.
9In addition, we have identified the role played by soli-
ton physics at the Gaussian critical point in the Extended
Hubbard Model at half-filling; namely, it leads to an ad-
ditional bosonic degree of freedom that appears as an ad-
dition to the central charge for systems up to about 100
sites in length. Lastly, we have observed the appearance
of entanglement entropy oscillations for open boundaries
that contradict previously observed effects in Luttinger
Liquids.
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